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B*tch, b*tch
,flavors,
She says she were Jamaican and have Caucasian,
I asked for her number she told me hurry and take it,
Cause she diggin' my flavor and can't even fake it,
I walk a ..young ,religion,
She try to bite my swag on my flavor to ..,
A light of my swish ..confidential
,
..do a number, bubble work wonder,
Paper around we buy everything
'cause tomorrow is no promise
Me and market shop ,
I got flavors, I got flavors.

Chorus:
(scream) she says she really like my flavor,
..call he girls I don't have a favorite flavor,
...I like all flavor
, she my favorite flavor
,men and ,
Another day another dollar I got another flavor
,damage look like light flavor,
I got flavor, I got flavor.

What it is, what it do, verse 2,
They ..with the girls because
I walk up in the spot my ears speak to the haters,
Blue, yellow it's the same, just gotta do the ,
The same colour for Lakers, ,you know I'm in the ,
Money going back ,ping pong
I ..into this Asian girls they hurt like ,
Independent by ..they say it's a ,
No ,she say that her ringtone
Three different flavors, and a calculator
Three in the morning ,

Chorus:
she says she really like my flavor,
..call he girls I don't have a favorite flavor,
...I like all flavor
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, she my favorite flavor
,men and ,
Another day another dollar I got another flavor
,damage look like light flavor,
I got flavor, I got flavor.

..swag without ,
,with light green paper,
They say I got my ... the snickers
I pay twice for , these pair snickers
I make the ..different flavors a ..
Gotta a,in my pocket I ,like a Mexican
Your b*tch of my flavor justa what she takes
messages,
She asks me economic ,and have sex again,
She say she wanna s*ck me till I make a big ..,
I'm shopping in Beverly Hills where often can't stay
I got flavor, I got flavor.

[Chorus:]

Thanks to greta
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